How to wire a capacitor for car audio

Capacitors are not ideal for the sound system in your car. Many car audio fanatics will use a
power capacitor as an alleged passive storage device to supply current to their amplifiers. They
typically come in cylindrical shapes that are three inches in diameter and about a foot long,
though other shapes are also available. They have a positive and negative terminal. Some
capacitors may have an additional remote turn-on terminal that turns an LCD display on or off. I
can tell you that these devices do not work as advertised. Capacitors are electrical buffering
devices. They do not generate an actual current. However, many people like to use these
devices for their sound system. They also swear that their flickering headlights went away or
were reduced after the addition of a capacitor. We will explore this phenomenon in detail. But
they have a very detrimental side effect when applied to current-limited automotive systems.
Your car audio system runs mainly off of your alternator, not your battery. This is because your
battery has a voltage potential of Since the alternator has the higher potential, it will supply the
demanded current up to its point of saturation. When this occurs, the battery takes over to
supply the extra spikes of current demand. But in such a saturated scenario, the voltage
supplied to your audio system would have dropped substantially. The addition of extra batteries
does not actually solve the problem. You might consider adding a big capacitor, perhaps
something around three farads. This will not help your situation. In fact, a bigger capacitor can
lead to bigger problems. Bigger capacitors have longer charging times. This means that they
will draw more current from your alternator for longer periods of time. During this process, your
amplifiers will be starving for power because their voltage has dropped. When their voltage
drops, so does their current. You may think a capacitor is supposed to prevent this, but this is
not the case. A capacitor cannot prevent this in a limited current environment such as a DC car
audio application. Your alternator is your limiting factor here because it's working overtime. The
reason you installed a capacitor is because you were already approaching the limits of your
electrical system. Now that you have added a capacitor into the mix, your alternator will have an
additional labor-intensive job to do. The alternator now has to redirect a portion of its limited
current supply away from your audio system and charge your extra capacitor! Due to the fact
that automotive electrical systems have a very limited current capacity usually around 70Aâ€”A
, the addition of a capacitor will do nothing more than add more stress to an overworked
electrical system. Many people will use a capacitor because their headlights flicker at night
when their audio system is pounding. They figure that the capacitor will supply these high
current demands directly to their amplifiers. And guess what? When they add the capacitor, the
headlight flickering is reduced substantially. Not so fast! Since the voltage potential is higher at
the alternator end, which is behind the capacitor, the accessories have a more stable voltage
and current supply than the amplifiers do as the capacitor is slowly charging. Therefore, the
capacitor will send less of a current than what the amplifiers are demanding. This is because
there is a limited amount of current available in this automotive system. The voltage on the
amplifiers will fluctuate with every discharge and charge of the capacitor. This is what is
reducing the flickering of headlights. The capacitor is actually reducing the spikes of current
demanded by the subwoofer amplifiers each time the subs hit hard. This means that your audio
fidelity is somewhat compromised. Yes, the amplifiers will instantly use a minimal amount of
current available from the discharging capacitor, but this is substantially outweighed by the
negative side effects in the whole circuit. This can frequently solve most of the headlight
flickering problems while still maintaining the fidelity of your audio system. An additional
battery may slightly help your situation, but it will place added charging stress to your
alternator and most likely reduce its life. This will remedy all of your electrical problems, but it
will require the big 3 wiring upgrade. A capacitor does not produce any additional current in the
system. It just redistributes current in a way that is detrimental to the audio fidelity of your
system. Content is for informational or entertainment purposes only and does not substitute for
personal counsel or professional advice in business, financial, legal, or technical matters. Even
though its old, this article just got under my skin. It reminds me that the internet is an outlet for
everyones opinion good, or bad. First, you make many assumptions about peoples usages, and
setups, and further generalize every piece of equipment, and every person as one and the same.
There is an instant drop in voltage and current to the amplifiers when the capacitor is
re-charging itself. Answer: not exactly, if the capacitor isnt completely discharged, voltage on
the amplifier side should stay high. The amplifiers are directly connected to an unstable supply
of incessantly fluctuating voltage and currentâ€”the capacitor! Answer: yup, and so they are
also without a capacitor, in fact even more unstable. In fact even though not installed as a
shunt, the cap will stabilize current fluctuations, such as surge current drops seen when you
turn on an accessory such as the headlights. The capacitor is an added load on the alternator,
thus stealing current away from your amplifiers and recharging itself. Answer: The first part is
written out of context. Any component that uses or stores electrons in an electrical system is a

load. Correction, a storage device is only a load if its charging. The statement that the capacitor
'steals' electricity from the amplifiers is factually incorrect provided an appropriate capacitor is
being used. It takes milliseconds to discharge the capacitor, but much longer to charge it;
especially as it ages in the extreme automotive environment. Answer: Mostly accurate, but you
liken the cap as a bucket you dump water out of in a split second, and then wait minutes as the
garden hose refills it. Most caps do discharge faster than the recharge, but I think the time
frames in your mind are far greater than in reality. Its unlikely this will affect the normal
operation of your amplifiers provided you system is properly setup. The capacitor acts like
buffer for your accessories, not your amplifiers. It restricts the current being sourced to your
amplifiers because there is a limited supply of it. Explanation: You arguments are basic, but
understandable because I think you lack some fundamental understanding of how these type of
capacitors work. Traditionally electrolytic caps in typical electronics were used as filter caps.
When powered on surge current fills the plate in the cap and when current flows in the circuit it
flows at an expected rate. This is because the designer of the circuit knows what the load is on
the other side of the capacitor. These audio capacitors are known as 'fast recovery' they
discharge and charge very quickly. So in fact when the capacitor is completely discharged, it is
at that point simply passing the available current to the amplifier as if it wasnt there at all. With
One exception. So if your capacitor is staying completely drained all the time when your music
is playing, then yes, it is in fact worse than not having a cap. They do work, and probably do
exactly what the manufacturers say they do ALBEIT they probably grossly overstate the
capabilities of their particular product. Such as a watt speaker that is only 75 watts! Now you
get it? Assuming the problem is what it says it is ie. One of the biggest problems I see in car
audio systems is that the industry has led every joe blo to believe if you just buy this, and this,
and this, and that, plug them all together, and BAM! Conclusion: Assuming a car audio
capacitor is the right type, size, rating, properly installed, and used within its design
parameters. They will function as intended. Disclaimer: I dont work for any company or industry
for car audio, electronics. I own a business in the construction industry, that has nothing to do
with cars, audio, or car audio. I dont endorse any product for anyone. This is a terrible article.
Second, capacitors smooth out the dips that cause your lights to dim or your stereo to buzz if
you charge your phone while it's jacked in. I bet you delete this comment instead simply
admitting you are wrong. Probably where the rest of the comments went, lol I did notice a
decline in power with the higher farad cap versus just the 1 farad in this testing. American auto
manufacturers were on a roll in the s. Designing was very competitive, and, through
hot-rodding, engines and horsepower increased dramatically. Thus, the American Muscle Car
was born. Many people purchasing RVs have no real camping experience, so RV campgrounds
are being inundated with requests for their people to do things that are the RV owner's
responsibility. RV owners need to learn how to perform their own site maintenance. Intake
manifold leak diagnosis can be tricky but you can use a few simple techniques to diagnose the
problem. Don't let trouble code P or P leave you without your ride and, worst of all, with an
expensive repair bill later on. A basic knowledge on the electronic fuel injection system
eliminates the guesswork in the calibration of LPG-powered cars. Here are eight simple tips to
help give tires more traction in the snow. Experienced RV campers know what they need to do
to find a great campsite when they travel. Motorcycle helmets are trendy items that reflect your
personality. What type of helmet do you want for yourself? Paying for air is annoying. Here is
how you can find free air, and also how to set your tire pressure for the best performance of
your tires and your car. Is jump starting bad for your car? You'd be surprised what you find out.
What happens behind the scenes will shock you. Learn the different signs of a bad alternator to
make a faster diagnosis. You can make some repairs using a few common tools. In , the East
German government released the horrible Trabant car on an unsuspecting Communist world.
You don't need a lot of money to start selling classic cars, you just need to buy the first car at a
good price and then do it again. If you're thinking of buying a classic VW Beetle, you need to
know a few things beforehand. Discover why the best bargain to be had is from someone who
doesn't know he wants to sell. Identifying the type of noise and when it happens can help you
diagnose your transmission problem. Auto Repair. DIY Auto Repair. RV Living. Safe Driving.
Learning to Drive. All-Terrain Vehicles. Commercial Vehicles. Automotive Industry. Automotive
History. I love science and I enjoy trying to find out how the world works. Related Articles. By
Jerry Fisher. By Don Bobbitt. By Dan Ferrell. By Victor Mangubat. By Linda Sarhan. By Isabella.
By John Dove. By electronicsguy. By Rupert Taylor. By Mary Wickison. There is often a lot of
confusion on how to wire a car audio capacitor a. There are two terminals on a car audio
capacitor. A positive and a negative. The negative terminal is connected to ground. See the
diagram below. NOTE: If you have a third smaller terminal it is probably the remote turn on for a
digital display. This will cause your amplifier's power supply to be cut off. The power capacitor

acts like a small battery power storage so it is connected as shown in the diagram. The
downside of this type of connection is you don't know if the power capacitor fails since the
amplifier will continue to work with or without a working power capacitor. Ideally the power
capacitor should be as close as possible to the amplifier. Within a couple of feet is acceptable.
This keeps any cable losses to a minimum. To learn more about how car audio capacitors work
click here. Here's how to wire two capacitors in a system. In the diagram both capacitors have
their ground terminals wired together but you could also ground them independently. You can
even fabricate or purchase "buss bars" which are solid pieces of metal that connect the
capacitors both physically and electrically. These "buss bars" are generally bare metal so they
can be dangerous if not installed properly. Use caution if you take this route. This is done with a
resistor and a voltmeter. The exact value of the resistor is not critical but I would keep it in the k
ohm range. I would recommend getting a 1 watt resistor if possible your capacitor may have
come with a resistor for charging. A lower wattage resistor will heat up too quickly. Also, do not
hold the resistor with your bare hand. The current flowing through the resistor will cause the
resistor to heat up and you could be burned. A good place to put the resistor is in the main
power wire fuse holder the one installed near the battery. Simply substitute the resistor for the
fuse. A diagram for the capacitor charging setup is shown below. You will need to place a
voltmeter across the capacitor to monitor the voltage. Once the voltmeter reads 12 volts or
close to it you can remove the voltmeter and replace the resistor with the power fuse.
Alternatively you can measure the voltage across the charging resistor. It should start around
12 volts and slowly work its way down to 0 volts. When the voltage stops changing you have
charged the capacitor completely. Another method for charging involves using an old style test
light instead of a resistor. The connection is similar alligator clip on one side, probe on the
other but you don't need a voltmeter to monitor voltage. When the bulb goes out the capacitor is
charged because the voltage across the bulb went from 12volts to 0volts. The Car Audio Help
DVD catalog includes five different videos covering many areas of car audio installation and
custom fabrication. Topics range from basic system installation head units, amplifiers,
speakers, etc. If you're interested in custom fabrication and car audio installation be sure to
check out what we have to offer. Click here to see the discount DVD packages. Links Contact
Privacy Policy. Last Updated: August 11, References. This article was co-authored by our
trained team of editors and researchers who validated it for accuracy and comprehensiveness.
This article has been viewed , times. Learn more If you are using large accessories such as an
upgraded car stereo system, they can often put a strain on your electrical system. If you feel like
other accessories are struggling to get the power they need or you notice your headlights
significantly dimming, then it may be time to install a capacitor. A power capacitor is an extra
accessory that you can use that acts as a power storage device to supplement the electrical
capabilities of your vehicle. An auto mechanic can install a capacitor, but you may find the
process easy enough to handle on your own. Next, mount the capacitor somewhere close to the
element that needs more power, such as the headlights or stereo system. Once the capacitor is
mounted, connect its positive terminal to the positive terminal of the battery using an 8-gauge
wire. Then, connect the negative terminals and reconnect your battery's ground terminal to
restore power to the entire system. For tips on how to charge a capacitor, read on! Did this
summary help you? Yes No. We've been helping billions of people around the world continue to
learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Every dollar contributed enables us to keep
providing high-quality how-to help to people like you. Please consider supporting our work with
a contribution to wikiHow. Log in Social login does not work in incognito and private browsers.
Please log in with your username or email to continue. No account yet? Create an account. Edit
this Article. We use cookies to make wikiHow great. By using our site, you agree to our cookie
policy. Cookie Settings. Learn why people trust wikiHow. Download Article Explore this Article
parts. Tips and Warnings. Things You'll Need. Related Articles. Article Summary. Part 1 of
Understand the basic idea of a capacitor. The capacitor acts as a storage tank for electrical
power. The amount of power that the capacitor can store is measured in Farads and the general
rule of thumb is that you will need one Farad of capacitance for every one kilowatt or 1, Watts of
power demand in your system. Decide whether or not you want an internal meter. Some
capacitors come with built in meters that display their current charge. Keep in mind that if you
go this route you will need to wire the meter into a switched power supply so that it the meter
turns off with the car. Otherwise, the meter would stay on constantly and drain your system.
Purchase your capacitor. Odds are, if you need a capacitor, you have dropped some money on
electrical components in your car. Remember that they all serve essentially the same function,
and that for most people a one Farad capacitor without an internal meter will work just fine. Part
2 of Be sure that your capacitor has been discharged. A charged capacitor can release a large
amount of energy very quickly. This can be quite dangerous. You should always handle

electrical components with care. Disconnect the battery ground terminal. This will kill power
electrical system and allow you to work safely. If you already have a capacitor in your system
you will need to discharge it. Capacitors store power, and thus can still shock you even after
removing the power supply. Mount your capacitor. The capacitor can go in a number of places
in your system. There is only a negligible difference in effectiveness no matter where you place
it, but nearest the components that are struggling to get power such as dimming headlights is
considered best. It is important that wherever you place it has a suitable place to mount the
capacitor away from passengers. By putting it close to the parts that are not getting sufficient
power you allow it to supply power to those parts with minimal loss do to the extra resistance of
a long wire. Whether you are connecting to the battery, amp, or a distribution block of some
kind, you need to connect the positive terminal of the capacitor to the positive terminal of the
other component by running a wire between them. Eight gauge wire is usually recommended.
This terminal needs to be connected to ground. Connect the remote turn on wire. If your
capacitor has an internal meter, it will also have a third wire. This is the remote turn on wire and
serves to kill power to the meter whenever the car is turned off. You will need to wire this into
the remote turn on wire into any 12 volt switched power source such as the ignition switch or
amplifier. Reconnect the battery ground terminal. This will restore power to your system. All of
your components should now be working. Part 3 of Locate the main power fuse for your audio
system. This fuse is installed with your system to prevent damage to the electrical components
of your car, but will need to be removed before charging the capacitor. It should be near the
battery on the main power line for your audio system. Remove the main power fuse. This this
will provide you a place to install the resistor that will help you charge your capacitor. The
resistor allows the capacitor to charge more slowly. This prevents damage to the capacitor and
the electrical system. Put the resistor in place of the main power fuse. It is usually
recommended to use a resistor that is 1 Watt and , Ohms. A higher impedance Ohm value will
charge the capacitor more slowly and prevent damage. Connect the positive terminal of the
capacitor to the resistor. Measure the voltage on the capacitor with a voltmeter. A multi-meter
will do the job fine as well. Set it to read DC Volts and put the positive lead of the meter on the
positive terminal of the capacitor and the negative lead of the meter to ground. When the meter
reads volts, the capacitor is charged. Another way to charge a capacitor is to wire a test light
from the positive terminal of the capacitor to the power line. As long as the capacitor is
charging, there will be current flowing through the light and the light will shine. Once the
capacitor is charged the light will go out because current will no longer be flowing the voltage
drop between the power line and the capacitor will be zero. Remove the voltmeter. It is no
longer necessary to monitor the status of the capacitor. If you used the light method, you can
now remove the test light. Remove the resistor. Disconnect the positive terminal of the
capacitor from the resistor and disconnect the resistor from the power wire. It is no longer
needed, so you can store it away in case you ever need to charge your capacitor again. Replace
the main power fuse. This will allow your audio system to receive power once again. What do I
do if there is no place on a capacitor for a remote wire hookup? Should it come on when the
main fuse is put into place, and what would cause the capacitor to power up, but not the amp?
Not Helpful 5 Helpful Do I need to use a resistor to charge the capacitor, or can I just use the
test light? You can use the test light, but be sure to connect the capacitor in series with the test
light. Not Helpful 0 Helpful 4. If both the amp and cap have a remote wire, do I need to split and
connect it to both? You will actually just run the remote turn on wire from the amp already
hooked up, and then run the turn on to the cap. Not Helpful 4 Helpful 8. No, it does not matter
which one the remote wire goes to first. Not Helpful 2 Helpful 2. I just hooked up a cap in my car
and now I'm hearing strange noises coming out my sub-woofer. What could it be? Check the
grounds on your cap and amp. Make sure everything has its own separate ground. Not Helpful 2
Helpful 1. The negative side will be black or it will have a "-" symbol. Not Helpful 1 Helpful 1.
Charles Bunton. Play it safe. Always discharge your capacitor. Capacitors can shock.
Capacitors can kill. Not Helpful 0 Helpful 0. Include your email address to get a message when
this question is answered. If you find the electrical problem persists even with the extra power
from a capacitor, it may be time to upgrade your vehicle's alternator. Helpful 0 Not Helpful 0.
Keep safety in mind when working with a charged capacitor. Wear safety glasses or goggles
and remove any jewelry before installing the capacitor. Helpful 1 Not Helpful 0. Most capacitor
models encompass a safety circuit which will light up a warning if the connections are not
correct. If the light comes on, disconnect the capacitor and double-check your connections..
Never install an uncharged capacitor. It is an instant power draw on the system and will blow
any fuse in the system. Always charge the capacitor first. Helpful 7 Not Helpful 4. Discharge the
capacitor before disconnecting it from the circuit. Do this by connecting the resistor across the
leads of the capacitor. Helpful 3 Not Helpful 9. They can get very hot, and if you have chosen too
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